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CLEARONE ANNOUNCES ADDITIONS TO POPULAR CONFERENCING FURNITURE LINE

Two new wood plasma carts offer affordable alternatives

SALT LAKE CITY, July 26, 2007 – ClearOne (OTC: CLRO.OB), the leading provider of high performance audio conferencing 
solutions, today announced that it has added two new products to its line of conferencing furniture. The new products are a 
wood versions of its popular TitanTM Plasma Carts and offer an attractive, durable solution for mounting single or dual plasma 
displays, at a significant cost savings compared to the popular Titan metal plasma carts.

Each piece of ClearOne's conferencing furniture is designed to be highly durable and functional, while also providing the style 
and elegance required for the most sophisticated settings. ClearOne's plasma carts are designed to provide superior support 
for plasma monitors. Like their metal counterparts, the wood versions of these carts are reinforced for extreme balance and 
smooth movement, making them easy to transport from room to room. 

The two new products are:
   + Wood Series Single Plasma Cart – with rack rail (#911-171-002) 
   + Wood Series Dual Plasma Cart – with rack rail (#911-171-003) 

ClearOne's plasma carts allow custom positioning of plasma monitors to ensure optimal viewing from any seat in the meeting 
room. The adjustable codec shelf provides convenient placement of any set-top codec, and the camera shelf places the PTZ 
camera at eye level for more natural interactions (the PTZ shelf is included with the dual cart only). The Single Plasma Cart can 
support a single plasma monitor up to 60¾" wide by 39½" high. The Dual Plasma Cart can support two plasma monitors with 
those same dimensions.

These plasma carts provide many extras that facilitate product installation, including a removable vented back panel with a 
cable management duct. The 9-space rack with 22" depth and the 2" rack-rail recess behind the door ensure adequate space 
for equipment, and the 7½" shelf with removable vented front panel is ideal for holding a center-channel speaker or VCR/DVD 
player. With precision-synthetic, double ball bearing casters and 5½" clearance, the carts are extremely easy to maneuver from 
room to room.

"ClearOne is well known for providing high performance audio conferencing solutions," said Scott Woolley, Product Marketing 
Director, Professional Audio Products at ClearOne. "But there may be some who are not aware that we also offer an impressive 
line of conferencing furniture. These two new products provide tremendous value at an affordable price while still delivering 
great mobility and durability."

About ClearOne
ClearOne Communications, Inc. is a communications solutions company that develops and sells audio conferencing systems 
and related products for audio, video and web conferencing applications. The reliability, flexibility and performance of 
ClearOne's comprehensive solutions create a natural communications environment that saves organizations time and money 
by enabling more effective and efficient communication. 

All third-party names referenced are registered trademarks of the respective companies, who do not necessarily endorse 
ClearOne or ClearOne's products. 

For additional information, access www.clearone.com.
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